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About This Game

Beglitched is a game about insecurity, in our computers and ourselves. In a pastel world of networks where nobody truly knows
what they’re doing, hacking is a magical art and the notorious Glitch Witch is the most premium archmagi of the net. Through
what appears to be nothing more than random circumstance, YOU are her new apprentice. You must use your wits and cunning
to unravel the mechanisms of an alien computer and survive amongst a veritable web of clowns, leftclickers, and filedraggers.
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Title: Beglitched
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Hexecutable
Publisher:
Hexecutable
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Good

Storage: 150 MB available space
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Ubuntu Mate 18.04 - Excellent clone of Bomberman gameplay. Very easy to get games up and running with friends on giant
screen.. Beautiful, poignant game with decent puzzles. Short and bleak. Wish I'd been able to see the other endings.. Beginning
this game is pretty nice. Just now waiting to see how the rest will unravel.. Best game i have ever played
12/10. A decent but short casual game. Probably better played with a touch screen than with a mouse.. i m a victim of positive
reviews
its boring, annoying, cancerous

only fun is to see people want to trade %66 coupons while its on %90 discount. Definitely a great app and really satisfied me
with the customization options. I've been wanting Girls' Frontline Live2Ds on my desktop.. mindless shooting
+ surprisingly good graphics
+ low price

- short
- little bit monotonous

"Call of duty" meets "House of the dead". this is a simple point and click shooting game, and to be honest, it surpasses my
expectation. i didnt think much of this 2$ indie game, but its surprisingly good with solid gameplay and beautiful graphics. you
might feel this type of game is boring, for you only shoot and shoot and shoot, but if you're a fan of any shooting games, i think
its worth to check out. i give thumbs up.. I'll never understand this game. This turned out to be my kind of game after all. The
first game gun bullet children didnt work on my pc, i htink because it wasnt suppoorted but i still dont think i missed much.
Though, this game was pretty fun. Compared to other BH games, i found this one to be very smooth, i just enjoyed myself. I
beat it on easy and ill probably go back and try medium. I wouldnt have minded it having a deeper story, but whaterver.All in
all, theres no reason to dislike this game unless you suck at it. :P
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100 % scam do not buy this. Yes, they made a game with Penny Arcade characters. Plays like Mario RPG.. I played a lot Caesar
3 when I was younger but didn't have the occasion to play Pharaoh + Cleopatra until now...
Even after all these years I love this game too.

I find it still pleasant enough to play visually when setting the resolution to the highest value in the game options. It's not bad at
least on my 1080p screen.

What's interesting and challenging about this game is the AI system. There are some basic NPCs going from point A to point B
and others who "randomly" roam the streets and influence nearby in many ways. Nowadays, a similar AI in new games would
probably be considered "bad". However, what's ironic and good about it is that the gameplay depends enterely on managing this
AI system. The challenge is to carefully plan city/industrial blocks with good roads/building placement to get the most out of
those roaming NPCs and make sure they pass near all relevant buildings.

Of course that's not all, there are many other systems that keep the game interesting during the campaign (religion, "random"
objectives, manage housing growth system, manage industry/export/import, war, monuments building, etc...). If you like
management/city building games and you are ok with old school graphics, this is definitely a good game to play.. Great game,
played for a while and been through a range of emotions.

--

Now I've finished it; it's beautiful, sentimental and sincere. A fine piece.. This game has a great base for a survival, and after
some time keeping track of its development, it seems to advance slowly but properly.
It is a good investment at this moment because you can buy it cheap, but I will wait for it to be officially finished to play in deep
although its already playable.
I think the map is handcrafted, which is a handicap for a game of this kind.. Was looking forward to trying this game out,
unfortunatey it isn't very good. Early access, I'm ok with that, but the combat system is awful. After killing a few minor enemies
you encounter a "scorpion" creature with a LOT of health and your inept character isn't up to the task with the clumsy combat
system. You have a companion who just stays in the background, no help whatsover so you're left to fight this creature alone,
good luck to anyone who beats it. I don't have the patience to run in circles hitting the creature and causing very little damage,
you could be there for a week. Another issue is the clipping through rocks and the grass textures are not on the ground. High
hopes were quickly dampened. Refunded.
Here's a video I streamed on twitch, quailty not great but you'll get the overall impression.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xtPWkJVTNS8. I like the concept - the graphics and music are great! Better played with a configured
controller to help navigate the jumps. Very challenging to scale the tower. Needs to have a little more height and fluidity to the
jumping mechanism, so the game can be explored more readily. Otherwise, have many save points along the way so that you
don't fall to your doom too easily.. Satisfying fast-paced combat in the skies which simple games offer immediate satisfaction.
The perks can be unlocked for each plane to increases the amount of tactical customization, and of course the game is FREE
now.

Game: 7.5/10
Graphic: 7.0/10

100% Achievement : Easy | Medium | Hard | Very Hard. This is a solid Metroidvania. While I wasn't the biggest fan of the art
style, they stuck with it and did a good enough job with it. There is lots of backtracking to find new goodies using your
newfound abilities.

Easily worth the $10.
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